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I. Complete the sentences with the correct word:

slice, settled, breeding. tub, spend, incredible. lay, reign. sings

1. Spring is the ... season of most animals.

2. Some drivers don't always obey the road ... .

3. Joe can eat a big ... of ice cream all by himself.

4. CanI have a ... of bread, please?

5. The British ... in an area they named Jamestown in 1607.

6. Michael Jackson was a(n) ... performer.

7. We decided to ... the night at a hotel in the mountains.

8. Sea turtles usually ... their eggs at night.

9. What did the king accomplish during his ... ?

II. Choose the correct item"

1. The tornado ... some houses in the town last week.

A has destroyed B destroyed C has been destroying

2. Sally ... a video game now.

A plays B play C is playing

3. Martha ... as volunteer since 2010.

A has been working B was working C worked

4. There aren't ... strawberries in the fridge.



Asome Bany Ca

5. There is ... sugar in the cupboard.

Aany Bsome Ca

6. The Eiffel Tower is in ... Paris.

Aa Bthe C-

7. I know ... blue whale is the biggest animal in the world.

Aa B- Cthe

8. I wish I ... enough money to go on holidays next month.

A had B had had C have

9. If I ... the lottery, I would donate some money to charity.

A had won B won C win

III. Read the text. For questions (1-6) choose the correct answer (A-C).

Pret a Manger

In the 1980s Julian Metcalfe and Sinclair Beecham spent a lot of time walking

around London looking for a good, fast lunch. They never found one so in 1986

they opened their own sandwich shop, Pret a Manger. Today there are 150 Pret a

Mangers in the UK and Hong Kong. Why have they become successful? Firstly,

the food. Every night avan delivers fresh ingredients to the Pret a Manger stores.

Early in the morning the chefs check the ingredients carefully, and then they make

fresh sandwiches for the day. And these days it isn't only sandwiches. Pret a

Manger sells many different types of food; it even includes sushi on the menu.

Quality and care is important for the company. For people who want to know

exactly what they are eating, its website gives information about each dish. For

example, if you want to know how many calories are in a ham and cheese

sandwich, you can find out. Pret a Manger's also does good things for the

community. At the end of the day, charities take any extra unwanted food and give

it to homeless people. McDonald's owns 33% of the company, and this is one

reason why people all over the world now know this trade name.

When did the first Pret a Manger oPen?

A 1980 B 1986 C 1990

2. How is the food made?

A In a factory B By chefs in the sandwich shops every day

the night before

C By chefs



3. What does Pret a Manger sell?

A Only sandwiches B Only sandwiches and sushi C Sandwiches, sushi
and other types of food

4. How can you find information about the calories in each dish?

A Look on the website B Ask the Pret a Manger workers C Write to the
owners

5. What happens to the food that isn't eaten?

A They throw it away B It is recycled c charities take it.

6. Why is the shop famous?

A It's in the centre of the city B It's part belongs to McDonald's C A queen
has lunch here

Keys:

I. 1- breedin5,2- sings, 3 -tub, 4 - slice, 5 - settled, 6 - incredible, 7 - spend,T -
lay, 8 - reign.

il. 1-B.,2 -C,3- A,4-A,5-B,6- C,7-C,g-A,glB.

m. l- B, 2-B.,3- C,4- A,5- C, 6 - B.


